The May Department Stores

Sales Associate Recruitment

Challenge
The May Department Stores included Store Divisions across the U.S. of Filene’s. Hecht’s,
Kaufmann’s, Famous-Barr, Robinson’sMay and Foley’s. The major focus of the marketing
recruitment effort was on Sales Associates which had very high turnover across the U.S
Moreover, they were not meeting hiring goals and the Open Position Index was too high. They
were utilizing a reactive process where they ran recruitment ads when they were behind in hiring
and were engaging in high volume ad placement/expenditures without any budget rationale.
Connie Risby led this initiative at JWT Specialized Communications.

Solution
First, we determined the employment trade area for each
store by mapping employee zip codes. This action
directed media selection, and grass roots advertising by
targeted zip codes, i.e. cinema advertising, direct mail,
etc.
We recommended developing six-month budget planning
process which coincided with the client’s semi-annual
budget process. We identified “problem/key markets”
within each store division; utilized the advertising medium targeted to support each store and
complied the budget information in a meaningful format for the client: Weekly, Monthly totals
with a Cost by Medium. A big difference from the past is that we targeted “passive job seekers”
with strategy/tactics based on rationale and secondary research (Scarborough) that revealed the
media usage habits of our core audience by market – women 25-54.
We implemented innovative marketing strategies with mall advertising, bus advertising, kiosk
advertising, in-store collateral for dressing rooms, bag stuffers, referral programs, Ambassador
recruitment cards, etc.
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Result
The result was more effective use of the budget based on rationale and a pro-active strategy to
target passive job seekers vs. the former “reactive” process. Unique and innovative in-store
collateral increased recruitment from walk-in traffic, a core source of hires. The revised
planning process streamlined the planning, budgeting and placement for the client and agency.
The final result was a Reduced Open Position Index!

